K - Gr 2 Friends Helping Friends — Stop Bullying!
Caring and sharing are the cornerstones of friendship. This assembly will demonstrate that when students care about each other and share with one another, it is easier to speak up about bullying. Role playing.

Gr 3 -5 Independence Day — Super Hero!
It is common for students at this age to desire more independence. Capitalizing upon this desire, this assembly will highlight how independence is earned by demonstrating good character. Emphasis will be given to how students must use both this independence and good character to respond to bullying in their community.

Middle School/ HS - Anti bullying
This session discusses in depth on what bullying is, forms of bullying includes: cyber bullying). Focus is on the bystanders and their role. Explaining how their independence and good character can help reduce bullying.

Teachers
This training will emphasize the numerous opportunities faculty have to influence the behavior and character of their students. Learning more about their role in eliminating bullying and keeping students motivated to take a stand against any form of disrespect.

Magic High energy deliveries Game show atmosphere
New & Refreshing approach Lots of audience participation
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PARENTS JOIN US
October 2, 2013

K-Gr 2 40-45min
Start time: 11:00am.

Gr 3 -5 50min
Start time: 8:15am

Gr 6-12 1hr
Start time: 9:30am

Teacher Session
Start time: Afternoon

School contact:
Kohler Public Schools
333 Upper Road
Kohler, WI 920-45-2920

Jim Jordan - Author/Bullying Expert/ Motivational Speaker

- Mentored by one of Canada's foremost business advisors
- Author "Plug the Tub" "Be a Super Hero"
- Professional Magician/ Entertainer for over 20 years
- Voted #1 Children's Performer 12 years in a row - Reader's Choice Awards GTA